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Visual aids for church services with the Dual Projection
System from CASIO
Efficient projection system perfectly suited for use in churches

CASIO XJ-SK600

Norderstedt, November 2013 — Whether it’s a wedding, christening or a nativity play —
projecting photos, videos or illustrations gives church events a personal touch and are
becoming ever more popular amongst church leaders and members of the congregation.

The Dual Projection System XJ-SK600 from CASIO is well suited for bright and
large-surface projections in an environment with high ceilings. Consisting of a box with
two mounted, pre-installed projectors and the Geometric Correction Box, the system also
enables projection onto uneven surfaces — and with a light performance of up to 6,000
ANSI lumens. Thanks to the Correction Box, it is also possible to project from unusual
angles,

because the technology evens out horizontal distortions. The image is bright

and brilliant, even on a projection area of 300 inches — i.e. more than 7.5 metres. This
means that bible passages, songs words or song numbers from the hymn book as well as
personal pictures and videos can be easily seen everywhere, even from the back row.
The mercury-free and therefore environmentally friendly laser and LED hybrid light
source from CASIO enables an extraordinarily long life time of up to 20,000 hours, which
previously would have required up to nine conventional mercury lamps. This means, for
example, that there is no need for the laborious task of exchanging lamps on high church
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ceilings. The Dual Projection System is also characterised by its low energy consumption
of 390 watts. As a comparison: It consumes an average of 30 per cent less energy than
regular projectors with over 5,000 ANSI lumens.

CASIO’s Green Slim projectors are superb for mobile use in the course of everyday
church business — whether for church council meetings, confirmation classes or
presentations in different church rooms. With a light performance of up to 3,000 ANSI
lumens, this produces brilliant projection results in both conference rooms and smaller
rooms. Even when it comes to presentations for the youth group or choir while being
away, the projectors are very useful companions due to the handy A4 format, and they
impress with relevant product features: thanks to the Quick Start & Stop function, the
projector doesn’t need to cool down after use — it can be unplugged immediately without
the light source getting damaged. It is also possible to give presentations without a PC by
using a smartphone or USB stick. The 2x optical zoom reinforces their flexibility; the
projector can stand at varying distances away from the projection area.
For more information see www.casio-projectors.eu or www.casio-europe.com
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